Abstract
This review assesses (anglophone) cross-disciplinary research that has used geographical methodologies to study religion in the past. It identifies three prominent themes within the existing literature: the spatialisation of religion, the intersections between religion and built environments, and the relationships between religion and physical landscapes. It argues that the application of geographical approaches to the study of religion in the past has made important contributions to feminist and postcolonial attempts to de-centre religious leaders and social elites. However, it also demonstrates that the existing literature has been fundamentally informed by inherently modern and western definitions of religion. Primarily, it identifies how the existing literature has prioritised the study of institutionalised Abrahamic religions, emphasised the analysis of sacred-secular dichotomies, and assumed that religious affiliation involves personal belief and spiritual encounter. In response, this paper calls for geographical approaches to religion in the past to engage with a more diverse range of subjects and use network or assemblage approaches to challenge modern and western assumptions about religious practices and experiences.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

This is the first dedicated review of geographical approaches to religion in the past. There have been regular reviews of the trends, patterns, and oversights within geographies of religion (Denzin Gergan, 2015; Dwyer, 2016; Kong, 1990, 2001, 2010; Sanderson, 2007; Tse, 2014, 2019; Wilkins, 2021; Woods, 2011). There have also been many reviews of histories of religion (Kselman, 2006; Levitin, 2012; Rennie, 2012; Soares, 2014). These reviews have prioritised geographical studies of religion in the here and now or analysed the historiography of specific religious communities. When they have included references to geographical approaches to religion in the past (Brace et al., 2006; Della Dora, 2018), they have always positioned this research alongside geographical research into religion in the here and now or reviewed it as one example of broader thematic assessments of religion. Therefore, geographical approaches to religion in the past have never been reviewed as a specific body of literature. In response, this paper is a focused assessment of how historical geographers, historians, archaeologists, anthropologists, sociologists, and theologians have used geographical approaches to study religion in the past.

A review of geographical approaches to religion in the past is important and necessary because, although firmly situated within broader debates and trends within geographies and histories of religion, this research has encountered specific challenges and made distinctive contributions to the study of religion. Firstly, unlike cross-disciplinary approaches to religion in the here and now, those studying religion in the past have rarely been able to talk to, observe, or actively participate in the practices or communities they study. They have engaged with many different sources, including textual, numerical, visual, and material archives, the built environment, and physical landscapes. Indeed, they have begun to find innovative ways of undertaking participatory research with communities from the past (Denning et al., 2022). Nevertheless, they have largely been reliant on sources that have survived, been preserved, or made accessible because of their association with, or position within religious institutions’ carefully curated archives (Bailey et al., 2009). This has created distinct challenges, particularly when trying to explore religion in the past beyond institutional contexts. But it has also provided meaningful opportunities to demonstrate the value of geographical approaches to religion. Principally it has allowed those undertaking geographical approaches to religion in the past to demonstrate how the concepts of space and place can be effectively used to negotiate the biases and uneven power dynamics within institutional archives. However, existing geographical approaches to religion in the past have also been fundamentally informed by the modern and western origins of the concept of religion. Principally, they have prioritised institutionalised expressions of Abrahamic religions, emphasised sacred-secular dichotomies, and assumed that religious affiliation involves personal belief and spiritual encounter. Therefore, this body of literature requires fundamental reconfiguration.

This paper will begin with a summary of cross-disciplinary debates that have informed, or should inform, the agendas and directions of geographical approaches to religion in the past. It will then draw on these debates to critically review (anglophone) geographical approaches to religion in the past, before concluding with specific suggestions for future directions.

2 | APPROACHING RELIGION - KEY DEBATES

Several debates will inform this paper’s assessment of geographical approaches to religion in the past and its recommendations for future developments. Therefore, this section will introduce feminist and postcolonial theories and their relationships with geographical approaches to religion, before focussing on cross-disciplinary debates about the colonial origins and applications of the concept of religion.

Geographers and historians of religion have long been inspired by feminist and postcolonial theories to de-centre the perspectives, agendas, and influences of religious leaders and social elites (Hollywood, 2004; Kong, 2001). This has resulted in increasing academic interest in everyday or lived religion, through exploration of religious practices beyond institutional contexts (Kong, 2002, 2005; Holloway, 2003). It has led scholars to consider how social
categories like age, class, gender, and race have influenced individuals' engagements with religion (Armstrong, 2013; Dwyer & Parutis, 2013; Falah and Nagel, 2005). And it has resulted in new reflections on individuals' embodied experiences of religion (Vaderbeck et al., 2011). Such approaches have intersected with increasing calls for recognition of the importance of the more-than-rational aspects of religion. Arguing that divine or transcendent encounters are, and have been, fundamental and distinctive characteristics of religion, researchers have emphasised the need for more intentional analysis of spiritual beliefs and encounters that seriously engage with religion's 'more-than-material' characteristics (Tse, 2019, p. 22; Hollywood, 2004; Holloway, 2006; Dwyer, 2016). For example, Amy Hollywood (2004) encouraged historians to believe historical accounts of spiritual encounter without allowing modern secular assumptions to inform how they are interpreted. While Justin Tse (2014, 2019) argued that geographers of religion should undertake grounded theologies that explore how communities’ or individuals’ understandings of the transcendent inform their engagement in preformative place making. However, exploring more-than-material everyday religion poses particular challenges when undertaking historical research. When researching religion in the here and now, scholars have been able to use interviews, ethnographies, and participatory methods to gain insights into lived religion and the affect of spiritual encounter on individuals’ experiences of space and place (Denning, 2021; Dwyer et al., 2019; Williams, 2016). However, those researching religion in the past have had to develop more innovative approaches. Some have found personal written reflections (Aalders, 2015; Cruickshank, 2006; Taves, 1999), but most have had to cultivate creative ways of unearthing insights into the mundane and transcendent aspects of religion from institutional archives focused on the intentions of religious leaders and bureaucratic systems (Whyte, 2017). In particular, this paper will celebrate how geographical approaches to religion in the past have demonstrated how space and place can be used as effective tools to de-centre religious leaders and social elites and gain new insights into the transcendent aspects of religion.

Geographical approaches to religion in the past also need to engage with cross-disciplinary debates about the colonial origins and applications of the concept of religion. The word religion has been traced through centuries of contested and changing meanings (Cotter & Robertson, 2016; Dubuission, 2003; Smith, 1962), but is now widely used to describe specific belief systems - like Hinduism, Islam, and Judaism - and individuals’ participation in practices or beliefs that are not secular (Fitzgerald, 2000). While this definition has been used to identify and analyse cultural practices across space and time, it is widely acknowledged that its development and application has never been neutral. Instead, many have shown that it is specifically modern and western (Botta et al., 2016; Hirst & Zavos, 2005; Scott, 1999). They have demonstrated that it was established to disseminate and legitimise modern, western, and Christian values (Botta et al., 2016; Fitzgerald, 2000; Murrey, 2017). Furthermore, they have highlighted how it is now so ingrained within academic thought that cross-disciplinary research into religion has continued to promote these values and censure alternative cultural practices (Cotter & Robertson, 2016). Geographical approaches to religion in the past are no exception and their subject matter, methodologies, and priorities have been consistently informed by modern and western assumptions.

The fundamentally modern and western nature of religion is apparent in three ways. Firstly, informed by Christian churches’ relationships with, but intentional estrangement from, society and culture, the concept of religion assumes that religious groups are independent institutional organisations (Hirst & Zavos, 2005). Secondly, because Christian churches provide space and time to engage with the sacred away from the apparent profanity of everyday life, it defines religion as everything that is not secular (Fitzgerald, 2000). Finally, due to Christian, specifically Protestant, emphasis on individual faith and spiritual encounter, it maintains that religious participation always involves personal belief in, and experience of the divine or transcendent (Cotter & Robertson, 2016; Tremlett, 2020). Cross-disciplinary scholars have demonstrated that these modern and western assumptions are not universal truths. They have emphasised how spiritual expressions are not always associated with institutional frameworks. They have explained that dichotomies between the sacred and secular rarely exist beyond modern western society. They have highlighted how beyond Protestant Christianity, religion has rarely required personal belief and spiritual encounter. Furthermore, they have shown that the internalisation of these assumptions originates from white European colonisers using religion to control and judge non-white, non-Christian cultural practices (Botta et al., 2016; Fitzgerald, 2000; Murrey, 2017).
However, most pertinently, these studies have highlighted how colonial values continue to be present within contemporary academic studies of religion. Initially, the nineteenth-century Comparative Science of Religion played an explicit role in mobilising religion as a tool of cultural imperialism by categorising and ranking rituals and spiritualities according to modern, western, and Christian criteria (Cotter & Robertson, 2016). Since then, the relationships between academic approaches to religion and colonial agendas have been more subtle, but no less present. In the twentieth century, informed by colonial values, the World Religions Paradigm only studied religions that conformed to modern and western definitions of religion and assessed them against Christian practices and values (Fitzgerald, 2000; Hirst & Zavos, 2005). While until this day, modern and western values and agendas remain implicitly internalised within cross-disciplinary studies of religion. Most notably, distinctions between the sacred and the secular have informed social scientists’ tendency to either focus on religious ideas and their relationships with social practices or the experiential and emotional aspects of religious belief and encounter (Holloway, 2011; Kong, 2001). Similarly, emphasis on religion’s spiritual affect reflects the assumption that religion necessarily involves individual faith and personal experience (Tremlett, 2020).

In response, scholars have questioned whether religion is a useful and appropriate framework for studying culture across time and space. Some have deconstructed the concept and rejected any attempt to use it as a framework for ongoing research (Taira, 2018). For example, focussing on the false dichotomy between the scared and the secular, Timothy Fitzgerald (2000) argued that explorations of culture should make no distinction between cultural practices that involve engagements with the transcendent and those that do not. In contrast, while others agree that the concept of religion has challenging historical baggage, they argue it cannot be entirely disregarded within academic research as it continues to function as an important concept in the real world (Hedges, 2018; Schilbrack, 2013). This has led some to develop new words (Smith, 1962), phrases (Dubuisson, 2003), or approaches (Jazeel, 2013) to mitigate, confront, and undermine religion’s modern and western assumptions.

Within geographical research, there have been some attempts to think critically about religion and the concept’s history (Holloway, 2011). However, as Tariq Jazeel (2013) has emphasised, the modern and western definition of religion has continued to inform geographers’ expectations of what religion is, what a religious space is, and how religion engages with social and environmental contexts. This raises difficult questions. Most notably, it challenges recent geographical explorations of spiritual encounter and affect. As already mentioned, these approaches were explicitly developed to confront limited explorations of the knowable, quantifiable, and observable theological, social, and cultural aspects of religion (Tse, 2014). However, they have done so by embracing the modern and western assumption that engaging with religion always involves personal faith and spiritual encounter. Not only is this not necessarily the case beyond Protestant practices in contemporary society (Jazeel, 2013), but historians have demonstrated how uncommon it was within historical Christian communities (Corpis, 2014). Furthermore, as Elizabeth Pritchard (2010) has argued, claims to refute secular liberalism by being open to the possibility of more-than-material spiritual realities, often reinforce secular liberal values by assuming that such realities could exist devoid of the power dynamics inscribed within the concept of religion. Therefore, this paper will pay particular attention to whether and how geographical approaches to religion in the past have negotiated tensions between calls to undertake theologically grounded explorations of spiritual encounter and to reformulate geographical approaches to religion in response to the implications of acknowledging religion’s modern and western origins.

3 | GEOGRAPHICAL APPROACHES TO RELIGION IN THE PAST

Providing a critical review of existing geographical approaches to religion in the past, the following section has a dual purpose. Firstly, structured around three key themes in the existing literature, it will provide a concise review of principal debates, interests, and subjects of study. Secondly, as it analyses each theme, it will also reflect on how existing geographical approaches to religion in the past have engaged with broader debates. It will highlight how they have made valuable contributions to feminist and postcolonial agendas, been fundamentally informed by modern
and western values, and begun to find ways of challenging the consequences of the implicit colonial agendas within the concept of religion.

### 3.1 | Spatialisation

Geographical approaches have regularly been used to explore the spatialisation of religion in the past, specifically focussing on its geographical spread and specificity.

Some of this research has focused on where religion(s) have been present and most prominent (Albera & Couroucli, 2012; Ben-Arieh, 1975, 1989; Glover, 2013; Gwynn, 1983; Kark, 1983, 1996). Some has discussed how these patterns have changed over time (Corpis, 2014; Houston & Smyth, 1978; Numrich, 2000; Shelley, 2003). While other research has focused on how these patterns have varied on local, national, and global scales (Latner, 2006; MacDonald, 2001). To answer these questions, scholars have often mapped these processes (Al Faruqi and Sopher, 1974; Doeppers, 1976; Ell & Slater, 1994; Jones, 1976; Plewe et al., 2012; Snell & Ell, 2000) or used maps made by religious communities (Francaviglia, 2015). Directly descended from ecclesiastical geographies, which plotted the spread of religion to explicitly monitor and contribute to colonialisation (Kong, 1990, p. 356), tracing the geographical spread of religion is an inherently colonial process that should be abandoned.

However, understanding why and how religion has spread can contribute to postcolonial agendas and provide a practical framework for responding to some of the implications of religion’s modern and western origins. Firstly, exploring why religious ideas and practices have moved, scholars have gained insights into the intersections between religion and significant social, cultural, and political processes. This has included insights into religion’s relationships with empire building (DeRogatis, 2003; Lehr & Katz, 1995; Neal Leavelle, 2004; Porter, 2004; Quesada-Garcia, 2022; Wainwright, 2009); war and conflict (Banerjee, 2018; Burlaciou, 2018; Cunningham, 2013; Gregory et al., 2013; Stump, 2005); migration (Burlaciou, 2018; Kark, 1983); and trade (Michaelpoulos et al., 2018; Smith, 2018). In particular, explorations of the geographical spread of Christianity since the seventeenth century have critically reflected on its contributions to colonial expansion, cultural imperialism, and race-based violence (Taithe, 2009; Vallgårda, 2016). As a result, this research has contributed to postcolonial evaluations of communities’ lived experiences of European (de)colonisation.

Secondly, considering how religion has moved, researchers have identified the role of ordinary individuals in this process. For example, Sergei Shubin and Marjory Harper (2022) have reflected on how eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Scottish migrants’ used religion to help construct homes away from home. By foregrounding individuals’ and families’ personal decisions about when, where, and how to engage with religious ideas and practices, this research has challenged the conventional emphasis on institutionalised religion, specifically their strategies for geographical growth and influence. This suggests that more research into the intersections between personal and religious mobilities could help to reframe geographical approaches to religion in the past, moving it beyond the modern and western emphasis on institutionalised religion.

Researchers have also reflected on the geographical specificity of religion in the past. During the early twentieth century, environmental determinists constructed racist arguments about the correlation between regions’ environments, climates, and religions (Huntington, 1945; Semple, 1911). Condemning and rejecting these studies’ reductive emphasis on the environment’s impact on cultural practices, geographical approaches to religion in the past have subsequently explored the intersections between history, place, and religion. Many have assessed how local social, cultural, and political contexts have contributed to geographical variations in religious policies, practices, andologies (Halévy, 1971; Thompson, 1963). For example, David Luker (1987) identified a specifically west-Cornish version on Methodism. These approaches have demonstrated the importance of place in constructing the history of religion. However, often focussing on local variations within religious institutions, they have sought to identify coherent and consistent local expressions of religious beliefs and practices. Furthermore, primarily focused on the impact of place on religion they have overlooked the influence of religion on local society, culture, and environment.
In response, Adrian Bailey, David Harvey, and Catherine Brace (2007; Brace, et al., 2006, 2011; Harvey et al., 2007) developed more complex and nuanced place-based approaches to religion. Focussing on events and activities organised for children and young people by Cornwall's nineteenth-century Methodist communities, they argued that young people's diverse personal circumstances meant they never experienced a singular or consistent Cornish expression of Methodism. In contrast, they demonstrated that these young people's embodied engagements with Methodist ideas, services, and activities made important contributions to their constantly shifting sense of local community identity. Therefore, by reframing the relationship between religion and local place, Bailey, Brace, and Harvey contributed to feminist reformulations of the history of religion. Emphasising how young people's personal embodied engagements with religion influenced a local place, rather than how places have shaped religious institutions' policies and practices, they demonstrated how place-based thinking can effectively reveal historical engagements with religion that have left few traces within written archives.

Ultimately, everyone using geographical approaches to study religion in the past needs to know and acknowledge that tracing the geographical spread and identifying the geographical specificity of religion have their origins in explicitly colonial endeavours and racist agendas. However, this does not necessarily mean that there is no future for explorations of the spatiality of religion in the past. Instead, inspiration should be drawn from research that has analysed how and why religious ideas and practices have moved to gain insights into everyday experiences of (post) colonialism or religion beyond institutional contexts. Furthermore, scholars should think carefully about the complex relationships between religion and place, rejecting neat presentations of coherent local expressions of institutional religion and instead seek insights into the constantly shifting impact of religion on local communities’ and their everyday experiences.

3.2 | Built environments

Geographical approaches to religion in the past have also explored religions’ shifting relationships with built environments. They have reflected on the design, use, material culture, and materiality of spaces built for religious purposes. They have also considered how religious institutions, communities, and individuals have engaged with a more diverse range of built environments.

Geographical explorations of purpose-built religious spaces have often discussed their design. Some have read their design as illustrative of religious leaders' theological principles and liturgical practices (Cheshire, 2008; Corbin, 1986; Proctor, 2017; Slatter, 2015; Wodzinski, 2016; Yates, 2008; Yilmaz, 2012), or the economic, political, and social power of social elites (McDonagh, 2009; Rawding, 1990; Stevenson, 2013; Yeoh & Boon Hui, 1995). Such approaches have demonstrated how purpose-built spaces of institutionalised religion were simultaneously informed by religious principles and social expectations. However, by prioritising the perspectives of religious leaders and social elites, they have overlooked many of the ideas, practices, and experiences that shaped these spaces and unsatisfactorily suggested that they had one coherent use and meaning.

In response, scholars have developed various approaches to purpose-built religious spaces that have de-centred the aims and intentions of religious leaders and social elites and enabled more effective reflections on these buildings’ complex and ever-changing identities. Many have focused on the impact of the design of purpose-built religious spaces (Bremmer, 2016). For example, Una Crowley and Rob Kitchin (2008) explored how Magdalene Asylums and Mother and Baby Units run by the Catholic Church, controlled the bodies and behaviours of women in early twentieth-century Ireland and left them with a lifelong sense of social and spiritual unacceptability. Emphasising how religious spaces have controlled users and shaped their ongoing sense of identity, these studies have shifted attention from how religious leaders intended these spaces to function, to the impact they had on the people who used them.

Others have explored the many uses and users of purpose-built religious spaces (Cheshire, 2008; Mills, 2015; Postels, 2007; Slatter, 2021). For example, Sarah O’Brien (1992) illustrated how, despite a lack of social capital,
nineteenth-century British Catholic women were able to affect the design and meaning of their Church spaces by making ephemeral decorations for seasonal celebrations. Therefore, by exploring how (potentially unexpected) users engaged with religious spaces in different ways, these studies have complicated the meanings of purpose-made religious built environments (Mackintosh & Forsberg, 2009).

Alternatively, others have considered the changing uses of purpose-built religious spaces over time. These studies have paid particular attention to buildings used by multiple religious communities (Bar, 2018); how migration patterns have changed the use and meaning of specific buildings (Katz, 2002); the process of turning religious buildings into heritage sites (Coleman, 2019; Sabri & Olagoke, 2019); and the appropriation of religious buildings for secular purposes (Chambers, 2006). Reflections on these long-term processes of change have continued to emphasise the complexity and fluidity of spaces specifically built for religious purposes. In particular, Veronica Della Dora (2018) developed the concept of the infra-secular to reflect on how purpose-built religious spaces gain multiple layers of meaning as they are used for different sacred and secular purposes. This conceptual framework usefully highlights how the preformative practices of religious communities have given spaces many different meanings over time. However, grounded in the modern and western distinction between the sacred and the secular, it focuses analytical attention on moments where built environments have shifted from sacred to secular, or secular to sacred uses and diverts consideration from other, more subtle changes to the use of purpose-built religious buildings.

Continuing to contribute to feminist and postcolonial agendas, other geographical approaches to religious built environments have focused on buildings’ material cultural and materiality (Holloway, 2015; Whyte, 2017). Inspired by Daniel Miller’s (2005) analysis of the social meaning of material culture, some have explored how material things moved in, through, and out of purpose-built religious spaces to understand people’s experiences in these locations. For example, Carmel Mangion (2012) reflected on the material things that moved through Catholic sickrooms and how they contributed to patients’ experiences of a holy death. Alternatively, others have considered the materiality of purpose-built religious spaces (Edensor, 2011; Slatter, 2019a). Engaging with Tim Ingold’s (2012) arguments about the constantly changing material qualities of buildings and objects, these approaches have used references to the repair and maintenance of religious spaces to reflect on how changes in their material qualities affected users. For example, I have used archival references to the maintenance and repair of nineteenth-century Wesleyan Methodist chapels, to understand how these spaces were (miss)used and affected the sensory experiences of the people who used them (Slatter, 2020). Therefore, finding material things, archival references to material culture, or insights into the material change of purpose-built religious spaces, has allowed researchers to de-centre religious and social elites and focus on ordinary people’s experiences of these spaces.

More than this, exploring the material culture and materiality of purpose-built religious spaces also has the potential to effectively negotiate the tension between attempts to accept the transcendent aspects of religion and challenge the modern and western assumption that religion necessarily involves spiritual belief. Geographical explorations of the material culture and materiality of purpose-built religious spaces have been inspired by the material religion movement and its fundamental principle that materiality is inextricably part of religion. Proponents of material religion approaches have explored material things as part of a network of religious practices, ideas, and places to gain insights into the embodiment of religious beliefs, practices, and rituals; the relationships between religion and space and place; and how religious values and agendas have influenced communities’ attitudes towards material culture (Meyer et al., 2010; Morgan, 2008, 2010). Therefore, they have shown how reflecting on the role of material culture within religious networks shifts attention from religion as simply belief to religion as sensory and spiritual experience. Never dismissing subjects’ spiritual beliefs and encounters, they always study out-of-body experiences alongside embodied experiences of physical places. As such, by embracing material religion approaches, geographical research into religion in the past has the tools to accept that religion can have a spiritual affect, without assuming that engaging with religion necessarily involves personal belief in, or experience of the transcendent.

However, material religion has almost exclusively informed geographical explorations of purpose-built religious spaces and has therefore continued to perpetuate the modern and western emphasis on institutionalised religion.
Nevertheless, there is a growing body of geographical researcher into the intersections between religion and built environments not specifically constructed for religious purposes (McCoy & Codlin, 2016; Shubin & Harper, 2022). For example, Abigail Gomulkiewicz (2020) used small household items to explore the spread of Protestant ideas during the Reformation and positioned theological change within the everyday context of individuals’ homes. While, Timur Hammond (2022) used Ahmet Süheyl Ünver’s written and visual reflections on twentieth-century Istanbul to explore how Ünver’s Islamic identity intersected with contemporary social, cultural, and political change, to shape his shifting experiences of urban space and its built environments. These approaches have moved beyond explorations of the relationships between institutionalised religion and space and rejected explorations of the distinctions between sacred and secular space. Instead, approaching many different spaces as fluid assemblages of religious, spiritual, social, cultural, political, and economic ideas, practices, and encounters, they have explored religion as one of many contributing factors to people’s constantly shifting experiences of built environments.

Geographical approaches to the religious built environment have made significant contributions to feminist and postcolonial histories of religion. They have found ways to explore the affect of religious buildings and unearth the impact of women and children on religious buildings. However, many of these studies are still fundamentally grounded in modern and western assumptions about the importance of institutionalised religion that necessarily involves spiritual belief and is the direct opposite of secular social practices. Nevertheless, some geographical approaches to religion in the past have been inspired by the ideas of material religion to undertake research into networks of ideas, practices, places, and things, that accepts that religion can have a spiritual affect without assuming it involves personal belief in, or experience of the transcendent. Furthermore, explorations of the relationships between religion and built environments not specifically constructed for religious purposes have demonstrated how network and assemblage thinking can be practically applied to move beyond the sacred-secular dichotomy.

### 3.3 | Landscapes

Finally, geographical approaches to religion in the past have explored the relationships between religion and physical landscapes. This has included research into how religion and landscapes have influenced each other and what can be learnt from how religious communities and individuals have represented landscapes.

Considerable attention has been paid to religion’s relationships with physical landscapes. Much of this research has explored how religious practices and beliefs have influenced landscapes’ materiality and meaning (Aiken, 2010; Carrasco, 1991; Chenoweth, 2021; Houston & Smyth, 1978; Kay & Brown, 1985; Lilley, 2009; Nevola, 2006; Schmelzkopf, 2002; Stocker & Stocker, 1996; Walsham, 2012). Some have explored how religious ideas and practices have left material marks on the landscape (Scafetta & Mazzarella, 2019; Smith, 2015), while others have considered how they have given landscapes meaning and importance. For example, John Glover (2013) argued that the Layenne of Senegal made pilgrimages to the coast of Western Africa to reimagine historical geographies of Islam and make this the centre of the Islamic world. Researchers have also (often simultaneously) considered how landscapes have contributed to and affected religious beliefs, practices, and experiences in the past (Della Dora, 2011; Duncan, 1990; Slatter, 2019b; Tuan, 1976). Despite resemblances to environmental determinism, this research has explored how landscapes have contributed to, rather than determined, the process of creating sacred space and informing religious practices. For example, Anne Drageset (2019) argued that the landscape around the Hereid Norwegian Iron Age cemetery shaped its spiritual meaning and importance. Researchers have also considered how landscapes have contributed to the affect of spiritual encounters. For example, Lynn Ross-Bryant (1990) and Linea Sundstrom (1996) argued that North America’s natural environment contributed to Native Americans’ identification of, and engagement with sacred atmospheres. Collectively, these approaches have made important contributions to de-centring religious leaders and social elites by using landscapes to provide insights into religious practices and experiences associated with communities who left few written records. By using landscapes as archives, they have provided new insights into ancient and native communities’ beliefs and rituals (Lahiri, 1996; Richards, 1996; Sahlqvist, 2001) and
reflected on how the natural world has contributed to spiritual encounters over space and time (Ross-Bryant, 1990; Sundstrom, 1996). However, these approaches have often necessarily focused on significant or officially sanctioned rituals that involved enough people or were repeated enough times to leave physical marks on, or inform cultural perceptions of landscapes. Therefore, they have overlooked everyday practices conducted on a smaller scale. Furthermore, either explicitly discussing how religious practices made landscapes sacred (Carrasco, 1991; Francaviglia, 2003; Glover, 2013; Richards, 1996) or how landscapes helped make communities’ practices sacred (Ross-Bryant, 1990; Sundstrom, 1996), these approaches have been informed by the modern and western sacred-secular dichotomy (Fitzgerald, 2000).

Researchers have also considered how religious communities and individuals have represented physical and metaphysical landscapes and what these representations reveal about religion, society, and culture across time and space (Aiken, 2010; Chen, 2007; Fuerst-Bjelis & Zupanc, 2007; Goren, 2007; Kupfer, 1994; Loveday, 2003; Shalev, 2003). Some have used these representations to understand how communities have explained how landscapes were formed and functioned (Ben-Arieh, 1989; Bowden & Macdonald, 2019; Butlin, 1988; Emlen, 1987; Griffiths & Salisbury, 2013; Livingston, 1994). For example, Erling Sandmo (2020) used Olaus Magnus’s map of the northern countries to explore the relationships between religion and natural history in the sixteenth century. Although demonstrating how geographical approaches to religion in the past can make significant contributions to broader historical geographies, these approaches have largely used representations to understand religious knowledge and theology. In contrast, Veronica Della Dora (2011), Timur Hammond (2022), and myself (Slatter, 2023) have focused on the affect of making and engaging with these representations. Considering representations of Mount Athos on Russian prayer cards, Della Dora (2011) argued that by engaging with these representations pilgrims relived the spiritual experiences they had while visiting Mount Athos and those unable to travel were transported to the mountain and its spiritual atmosphere. As a result, she demonstrated how religious representations of landscapes can be used to understand spiritual encounters, de-centre official religious ideas, and provide insights into individuals’ personal experience of sacred landscapes. Della Dora’s, Hammonds’s, and my own paper suggests that by drawing on historical geographer’s recent applications of more-than-representational approaches (Awcock, 2021; Legg, 2020) to assess acts of making and engaging with religious representations of landscapes, geographical approaches to religion could gain intriguing insights into the breadth of religious experiences in the past.

Approaching landscapes as archives has facilitated insights into the religious beliefs, practices, and experiences of individuals and communities who left few written records. However, it has also necessarily prioritised large scale religious practices and perpetuated the modern and western sacred-secular dichotomy. As a result, the most exciting area for future exploration of the relationships between religion and landscapes is research into the practice of making and engaging with religious representations of landscapes and what this reveals about individuals’ multisensory and out-of-body experiences of specific geographical locations.

4 | MOVING FORWARDS

Geographical approaches to religion in the past have made important contributions to reorienting historical approaches to religion. Using space and place as tools of archival analysis, they have unearthed insights into everyday, lived, and embodied experiences of religion from archives shaped by religious institutions and their leaders. Most influentially, they have used local place to explore the complexity of lived religion, materiality to reflect on embodied experiences of religion, and (representations of) physical landscapes to gain insights into the spiritual affect of religion. However, the existing literature has also been fundamentally informed by modern and western perceptions of religion. It has largely explored institutional, generally Abrahamic, expressions of religion and has de-centred religious and social elites by analysing the creation, recreation, and disruption of sacred and secular space. Furthermore, negotiating the tension between demands for geographical approaches to religion to move beyond the rational and the implications of religion’s modern and western origins, it has been uncertain about whether or how to explore...
the affect of spiritual encounters. Therefore, geographical approaches to religion in the past need to be profoundly reformulated, rejecting how modern and western assumptions about religion have influenced what they study and how they approach it.

Firstly, geographical approaches to religion in the past need to diversify their subject matter and disrupt the current emphasis on institutional expressions of Abrahamic religions. This could be achieved by engaging with non-Abrahamic religious communities such as Hindus, Buddhists, and Sikhs and by paying equal attention to institutionalised and non-institutionalised practices, beliefs, and rituals (Bartolini et al., 2016). This may require researchers to develop more diverse language skills and will often compel them to think more creatively about finding archival material when they cannot rely on (often easy to access and navigate) institutional collections. Julian Holloway’s (2006) research into nineteenth-century séances and Jude Hill’s (2011) and Sarah Williams’s (1999) explorations of popular religion in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Britain provide fascinating examples of how this process could begin. While geographies of non-Judaeo-Christian pilgrimage (Maddrell & Scriven, 2016), global folk spiritualities, and witchcraft, sorcery, and the occult (Murrey, 2017) appear particularly ripe subjects for exploration.

Fundamental alterations also need to be made to how geographical studies of religion in the past approach their subject matter. Acknowledging the modern and western origins and colonial uses of religion raises questions about the legitimacy of exploring sacred-secular dichotomies. In addition, it creates a complicated tension between attempts to explore the transcendent aspects of religion and the need to challenge the modern and western assumptions that religion involves spiritual encounter. Geographical approaches to religion in the past have begun to use networks and assemblages to challenge and realign these priorities and assumptions. Inspired by material religion approaches, some have explored religion’s people, practices, objects, and built environments as networks. This has allowed them to gain insights into individuals’ embodied experiences of religion in the past without over-prioritising spiritual encounters. Alternatively, approaching the built environments of religion as shifting assemblages has allowed others to complicate pre-existing emphasis on the sacred-secular divide.

Geographical approaches to religion in the past are not alone in identifying the benefits of network and assemblage thinking. Cross-disciplinary approaches to religion have identified networks and assemblages as an effective way of challenging the modern and western assumptions that have fundamentally shaped the questions they have previously asked and approaches they have previously taken. For example, the religious studies scholar Paul-Francois Tremlett (2020) argued that using the concept of generative assemblages could facilitate explorations of the forms and flows of religion. This, he argued, would challenge the implicit modern and western assumptions within the concept of religion by focussing on religion’s temporality and emphasising how relationships within religious assemblages continually make and remake what can be considered a ‘religion’ and how the concept is used. Geographical approaches to religion in the past could usefully engage with, adopt, and develop aspects of these pre-existing frameworks. Cross-disciplinary applications of network and assemblage thinking rarely consider geographical proximity or mobility within networks or assemblages and could therefore benefit from geographers’ reflections of the spatial implications of these concepts. Therefore, there is an exciting opportunity for those taking geographical approaches to religion in the past to use their geographical engagements with networks and assemblages to lead the way in developing new cross-disciplinary applications of these ideas to challenge the modern and western assumptions within existing approaches to religion.
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